
i Workers Party (PKK) as a terrorist organisation

Dear Sirs and Ms/Madam (if any are on[your committee)
[

firstly I register my intention to research and be interested in the ideas and
teachings of any and all organisations and entities whether or not they are on any
government lists

i(
my belief is that our current society I is psuedo democratic as a result of manipulation
of the free market in information madf possible in a capitalist world through "legal"
control of the means of communicationi

t
*

further I believe that the prior existence of such overt and covert controls in other
countries (including our fair weather[allies, USA, UK,
etc) are underlying many of the "terrorism" threats that are offered as evidence for
introducing the controls in Australia!

i

therefore I am deeply suspicious of aj.1 moves by our government to sanction freedom of
expression and association ;

i
in the interests of fairness of your Discussion of this topic I draw your attention to
the following documents

http://www.fas.org/irp/world/para/pkk htm

http://www.wsws.org/articles/2000/augI1000/kurd-a26.shtml

I expect within the current scope of the Criminal Code you will find it hard to
recommend rejection of this listing, "jfour bigger and more important challenge is to
discover a way to redress the recently introduced extremities in the Act to reflect a
more fair and just society. ?

it
rgds >

David Brown i

cred)
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Kurdistan Workers' Party (f>KK)
Kongra-Gel (KGK) !
Kurdistan Freedom and Democracy Congress
Freedom and Democracy Cclngress of Kurdistan (KADEK)
Partiya Karkeran Kurdistan
Halu Mesru Savunma Kuwfeti (HSK)
Kurdistan People's Congress (KHK)

i
Geography, politics and history have conspirtd to render 30 million Kurds the largest stateless
people in the Middle East, The Government 0f Turkey has long denied the Kurdish population,
located largely in the southeast, basic political, cultural, and linguistic rights. As part of its fight
against the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), [the Government forcibly displaced noncombatants,
failed to resolve extrajudicial killings, tortureid civilians, and abridged freedom of expression. The
PKK itself committed widespread abuses, including the frequent murder of noncombatants, as part
of its terrorism against the Government and Civilians, mostly Kurds. Estimates of the total number of
villagers forcibly evacuated from their homei since the conflict began vary widely from 330,000 to 2
million. A credible estimate given by a former Member of Parliament from the region is around
560,000. I

j
Description ]

Founded in 1978 as a Marxist-Leninist insurgent group primarily composed of Turkish Kurds. The
group's goal has been to establish an independent, democratic Kurdish state in the Middle East. In
the early 1990s, the PKK moved beyond rur|l-based insurgent activities to include urban terrorism.
Turkish authorities captured Chairman Abdullah Ocalan in Kenya in early 1999; the Turkish State
Security Court subsequently sentenced him ip death. In August 1999, Ocalan announced a "peace
initiative," ordering members to refrain from violence and requesting dialogue with Ankara on
Kurdish issues. At a PKK Congress in Janua y 2000, members supported Ocalan's initiative and
claimed the group now would use only political means to achieve its public goal of improved rights
for Kurds in Turkey. In April 2002 at its 8th Party Congress, the PKK changed its name to the
Kurdistan Freedom and Democracy Congress (KADEK) and proclaimed a commitment to
nonviolent activities in support of Kurdish rights. Despite this pledge, a PKK/KADEK spokesman
stated that its armed wing, The People's Defense Force, would not disband or surrender its weapons
for reasons of self-defense. In late 2003, the proup sought to engineer another political face-lift,
renaming the group Kongra-Gel (KGK) and [brandishing its "peaceful" intentions, while continuing
to commit attacks and refuse disarmament. |

i

Activities I
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Primary targets have been Turkish Government security forces in Turkey, local Turkish officials,
and villagers who oppose the organization in Turkey. Conducted attacks on Turkish diplomatic and
commercial facilities in dozens of West European cities in 1993 and again in spring 1995. In an
attempt to damage Turkey's tourist industry, ihe then PKK bombed tourist sites and hotels and
kidnapped foreign tourists in the early-tomid 1990s. KGK continued to engage in violent acts-
including at least one terrorist attack—against the Turkish state in 2003. Several members were
arrested in Istanbul in late 2003 in possession of explosive materials.

Strength

Approximately 4,000 to 5,000, most of whorti currently are located in northern Iraq. Has thousands
of sympathizers in Turkey and Europe. >

i

Location/Area of Operation ' i

Operates in Turkey, Europe, and the Middle East.
!

External Aid !

Has received safehaven and modest aid fronj Syria, Iraq, and Iran. Syria and Iran appear to cooperate
with Turkey against KGK in a limited fashion when it serves their immediate interests. KGK uses
Europe for fundraising and conducting political propaganda.

Sources and Resources
Amended Designation of Kurdistan Freedom and Democracy Congress as a Foreign Terrorist
Organization. Federal Register, January 13, 2004.
Patterns of Global Terrorism 2003 Report
Arm.The.Spirit/Kurdistan/PKK

http://www.fas.org/irp/world/para/pkk.htm 17/01/2006
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The Workers' Party of Kurdistan (PKK
* A Report on the PKK and Terrorism
• A Case Study of the PKK in

- Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Tijrkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Turkey / b / Foundation For Middle East and Balkan Studies

• American Kurdish Information Networ
* Kurdistan Human Rights Project [unrelated to PKK]
* aka Kurdistan [unrelated to PKK]
« Press Agency Qzgurluk Politics in Turkey: The Struggle for Human Rights, Justice and

Democracy
!

!
* Terrorism and the PKK @ Turkish Foreign Ministry
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The Kurdish Tragedy—PKIJC activists on trial for murdering a
Kurdish couple in Bremen
By Justus Leicht and Ute Reissner
26 August 2000

Back to screen version j
i»

Some weeks ago a trial began in Bremen, Gehnany against four activists from the nationalist
"Workers Party of Kurdistan" (PKK). They jre accused of the savage killing of a young couple,
Ayse Dizim and Serif Alpsoman, who contravened Kurdish traditions and the will of the PKK by
marrying and living together. j

This case not only illuminates the bankruptcy of the Kurdish nationalist movement. It is also a bitter
indictment of German foreign policy which |upports the repressive Turkish regime and shares a
large responsibility for the desperate situation of the Kurdish people which ultimately led to this
bloody deed. j

So far the German press has taken little notice of the trial. The defendants, who initially confessed,
are remaining silent during the trial. The magazine " Der Spiegel" (21/2000) has now published an
article, based on the files from the investigation, which throws some light on the circumstances of
the case. |

Not only the suspects but also the victims were either members or associated with the PKK. Three
years before she was killed, the 18 year old |\yse had come to Germany after her village had been
burnt down by the Turkish army. The five years older Serif had been severely wounded during
combat between the Turkish army and the RKK—his feet were lacerated and his spine injured. In
Germany the party bought him a cheap whep Ichair and took him on many demonstrations using him
for propaganda purposes.

On one of these demonstrations the couple
Serifs proposal of marriage. His handicap
to provide for his wife, beget children and pfreside
PKK. His daughter was to marry someone
the party were to select for her. Ayse refuse!!
virtually barricading themselves in their sm ill
father and the couple put under massive
due to face disciplinary proceedings and a"

met and fell in love. Ayse's father, however, rejected
in the face of Kurdish tradition, whereby the man has

over the family. The father then consulted the
, a strong and healthy activist, whom her father and

, the pair moved in together and married secretly,
rented flat. The young woman was repudiated by her

by the PKK. For their "crime" they both were both
trial" by the PKK. They refused to co-operate.

few

else

pressure

Following apparent consultations between
were eventually taken to an old abandoned
was throttled and suffocated in the mud of tie
repeatedly run over by a car. Finally his face
he died only hours later, when he was fount

gional and local leaders of the PKK, Ayse and Serif
submarine bunker on the night of August 23 1999. Ayse

shore while Serif was forced to look on. Then he was
was smashed with a spanner. As a result of his injuries
the next morning by a local resident.

It is not clear if initially the plan was to kill them or if they were "only" to be taught a lesson. In any
case the PKK has distanced itself from the Incident and has stressed that the two responsible
functionaries acted on their "own" authority.

http://www.wsws.org/articles/2000/aug20(D/kurd-a26_pm.shtml 17/01/2006
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i
Such an horrendous crime as the one in Bremin is only conceivable on the basis of extreme
fanaticism on the part of many PKK members!—a fanaticism which has been nourished by
desperation and helplessness over the past years. This has also been expressed in the actions of
dozens of PKK members who have burnt themselves to death—such acts of "martyrdom" continue
up to this day. But now these moods have beeli driven to the extreme.

the one hand the organisation has lost considerable
its appeals to the ruling Turkish elite and the

The PKK finds itself in a hopeless situation. On
support in the Kurdish population, on the othe r hand
European Community have been curtly rejected.

The whole policy of the PKK was orientated at establishing its entry into the existing oppressive
state structure of the region as a token representation of the repressed minority—either by means of
creating its own nation state or by integration into the Turkish state. Both the armed struggle, as well
as PKK advances towards the European Community and the Turkish state, were directed to realising
these aims. i

j
As a result of this policy, which provided no jolution for the concerns of the Kurdish population, the
PKK leadership under Abdullah Ocalan beca ne increasingly isolated from the people it claimed to
represent. Any progress in terms of social conditions and democratic rights can only be achieved
with a programme based on uniting the oppressed, both Turks and Kurds. By contrast the perspective
of creating a separate state or an autonomous region was geared to the requirements of the Kurdish
elite. The growing social isolation of the PKIfL resulted in repeated violent disagreements and purges
within the leadership of the party.

i

In addition to the situation inside Turkey itsef f,
European Community played a considerable
the German government lend support to the
government. Instead Germany supplied the
worth several billion Marks. In 1993 the PK
separate Kurdish state and tried to get the

:, Germany foreign policy and the stance of the
role. 10 years ago Ocalan had already demanded that
KK's demand for negotiations with the Turkish
urkish army with weapons and military equipment
C declared a unilateral cease-fire, gave up its claim for a

European Community to act as a mediator.

governmentAlthough, in contrast to the Turkish
eagerly obeyed European demands for "resti
organisation was invariably ditched by Euro
markets of Central Asia and the Middle East
Social Democratic parties took power in a
nothing to change the situation.

, the PKK increasingly dropped its demands and
aint" and "a willingness for dialogue", in the end the
e when Turkey, the bridgehead to the resources and
threatened to break off relationships. The fact that

ntimber of European countries over this period did

The role played by the countries of the
secret service in February 1999, left no room
asylum as he sought refuge in Italy and
intensified after he was kidnapped and takei

Eurobean Union, when Ocalan was abducted by the Turkish
for doubt. They had refused to grant Ocalan political
lift a finger against the anti-Kurdish terror which

to Turkey.

The more the PKK was driven into a corner ov
For the PKK, the emphasis on the Islamic r
traditions, accompanied by an orientation
taken the place of its former pseudo-Marxis
file is stifled by the promotion of a bizarre
attacks against opposition within the party
PKK was founded. Initially members had b sen
the organisation unsuccessfully tried to snu
characteristics have emerged.

er the past years, the more it has moved to the right,
iligion and the propagation of outmoded Kurdish feudal

tdwards Islamic priests and tribal leaders, has increasingly
rhetoric. Every form of criticism from its own rank and

4ult of personality and martyrdom on one side and violent
the other. These characteristics already existed as the

known as "Apocular" (Apo's disciples). But the more
gle up to the Turkish regime the more prominently these

It is now possible to imagine the sort of atniosphere inside the PKK, when Ocalan (who in line with

http://www.wsws.org/articles/2000/aug20CB/kurd-a26jprn.shmil 17/01/2006
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PKK propaganda was bestowed with godlike characteristics) was kidnapped and then during his own
show trial renounced his former politics and called upon Kurds to obey precisely those who were
executing and torturing them in the name of "dfemocracy"—an offer which, moreover, the Turkish
state treated with contempt and turned down.

This was the situation in which the party face<
Serif. In August 1999 the PKK were desperate
Kurds. The PKK and its sympathising publics
condemning them as "traitors" and "provocafo
journalist Selahattin Celik, a long time Kurdi:
in his own flat August last year, because he hi

Whether the murder was the intended "punisl
"disciplinary action", the PKK is responsible
created the prerequisites for this crime. But
politics of the PKK were a reaction to a situai
Turkish regime and the men behind it, in the
are responsible.

the harmless "challenge" of the marriage of Ayse and
iy trying to maintain their authority amongst the
ions hounded all those who criticised the organisation,
|urs serving the war-profiteers". The author and

nationalist and supporter of the PKK, was beaten up
id made some critical remarks.

tent" or whether it resulted from an escalation of
for the policies which have failed so dismally and

le chain of cause and effect doesn't end there. The failed
lion of oppression and discrimination for which the
governments of the USA and the European Community,

The German state is one of the main sources
which now include the tragic murder case in

for the oppression in Turkey, the consequences of
Bremen.
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